What parts come in our Transfer Case Parts kits?

Typical Transfer Case Gasket & Seal Kit includes:
Common Gaskets, Seals, and O Rings as required for a normal transfer case assembly, reseal or rebuild.

Pictured is an example of a typical Transfer Case Gasket & Seal Kit. Some units do NOT use gaskets from the factory and may require use of a RTV Silicone.

Typical Transfer Case Bearing Kits include:
Bearings, Gaskets, Seals, Shift Fork Inserts and small parts as required for a normal Transfer Case rebuild.

Chains, Shift Motors, Gears and other hard parts are not included in bearing kits.

Pictured is an example of a typical Transfer Case Bearing Kit. Each kit includes Gaskets & Seals required for a normal assembly on each unit, but some units do NOT use gaskets from the factory and may require use of a RTV Silicone.